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MTA Core, Speedy Creator and Gate  

New software tools, both for Windows and Android 
environments, improve the development and customization of 

the company’s electronics devices 
 

 

Munich, 13 November 2018. MTA, a multinational company headquartered in Italy, known for 

the development and production of a wide range of electromechanical and electronic 

products for major OEMs, presents during Electronica show (Hall B4, Stand 536) its new 

development regarding the software tools for its electronic products: MTA Core, MTA Speedy 

Creator and MTA Gate. 

MTA Core is the result of an important development project carried on by MTA electronic 

department engineers that led to the creation of a standardized software platform now used 

as a starting point by the company for all control devices, as well as for displays and 

dashboards.  

MTA Core is an embedded software library containing general-purpose logics and functions 

and an engine that manages all the typical states of an automotive application, offering the 

company the possibility to quickly and robustly create whatever the customer requests 

starting from a proven platform, to be subsequently adapted and configured according to the 

various applications’ specific needs.  

User configuration of MTA Core is possible thanks to MTA Studio®, the software tool 

developed by the company for the Windows environment that allows the simple 

customization of dashboards, displays and units even by those who are less expert.  

MTA Core represents a new way of working that generates positive effects on the timing and 

quality of software development, effects that have already benefited recent off-the-shelf 

products of the MTA Studio® range.  

MTA electronics division has also adopted the Android Studio development environment, an 

open source platform used for displays and panels with very complex graphics. In this case a 



 

plug-in was created called MTA Speedy Creator, an integrated working environment that 

facilitates and optimizes the development of advanced interfaces and logics. 

The configurability of devices developed with both MTA Studio® and Android Studio has 

greatly improved thanks to the introduction of the new MTA Gate PC tool, a simple interface 

for designers, but also for dealers and maintenance technicians for the vehicles our 

electronic devices are mounted on. This allows software updates and the quick and safe 

configuration of certain vehicle parameters like, for example, language and wheel diameter. 
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MTA Studio running on a PC 

 

MTA software tools logos 

 

 

 

 

     
MTA S.p.A. is a global leader in the development and production of a wide range of 
electromechanical and electronic products developed internally for the primary 
manufacturers of cars, motorcycles, tractors, and heavy vehicles.  
Founded in 1954, MTA has two production sites in Italy (Codogno and Rolo),  
8 foreign sites, sales of about €198 million, and 1,330 employees. 

TO LEARN MORE 

 Website www.mta.it 

 LinkedIn mta-s-p-a- 

 Facebook MTA.GROUP 

 YouTube MTAItaly 
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